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About us
Crisis is the national charity for homeless people.
We are committed to ending homelessness.
Every day we see the devastating impact homelessness has on people’s lives.
Every year we work side by side with thousands of homeless people, to help
them rebuild their lives and leave homelessness behind for good.
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Foreword
Ensuring everyone has safe, stable housing creates a stronger
society that benefits us all. But currently in Great Britain, too
many people face the inhumanity of unsafe, temporary, or no
housing. Crisis’ research shows that unless there is a significant
shift in current government policy, homelessness will more than
double across Great Britain.
With currently around 170,000
individuals and families trapped in the
worst forms of homelessness, this
simply cannot continue. We know that
homelessness is not inevitable, and
that ending it for good is possible.
In England, the introduction of the
Homelessness Reduction Act (2017)
introduced a significant shift towards
homelessness prevention, and the
publication of the Rough Sleeping
Strategy in 2018 signalled action to
fulfil the Westminster Government’s
commitment to end rough sleeping
in England by 2027. In Scotland,
the Scottish Government produced
a high-level action plan to end all
forms of homelessness, and is already
implementing key elements of the
plan. The Welsh Government has set
up a new homelessness action group
to develop recommendations on how
to end all forms of homelessness in
Wales, building on the implementation
of the Housing (Wales) Act (2014)
which focused on homelessness
prevention. But all of this progress
towards ending homelessness is in
danger of being undermined if we do
not tackle its root causes.

This report builds on our previous
report, Cover the Cost: How gaps
in Local Housing Allowance rates
are impacting homelessness,
where we outlined the problem of
underinvestment in Local Housing
Allowance rates on rising levels of
homelessness. In this second report,
we set out the inarguable case for
restoring Local Housing Allowance
rates to cover the cost of the cheapest
third of rents. This report is based on
research by Alma Economics showing
that restoring the rates over a threeyear period will prevent thousands of
individuals and families from becoming
homeless and lift many thousands
more out of poverty. The research
also shows the benefits of investment
far outweigh the costs by reducing
the need for expensive temporary
accommodation and services relating
to homelessness, meaning it prevents
the significant economic, as well as
human, cost of homelessness.
We have a moral duty to act now.
Upcoming spending decisions will
be critical to making homelessness
prevention a top domestic priority for
Government. In the long-term, we

know the answer lies in building
enough affordable social housing.
But with significant investment into
housing needed over the next 15 years
to address the current shortage, we
cannot ignore the essential role that
Local Housing Allowance rates play in
preventing and ending homelessness
now. By restoring Local Housing
Allowance rates to cover the cost of
the cheapest third of rents, we can
make sure everyone has the support
they need to keep their existing home
or move off the streets or out of
temporary housing and into a home
that they can afford - so that in our
society, homelessness has no place.

Jon Sparkes
Chief Executive, Crisis
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Foreword
I left the job I loved at John Lewis to run to be the Mayor of the
West Midlands because I believed I could help restore pride in
the region. That meant expanding the economy, and two years
later, business growth is strong. However, alongside the cranes
and new offices, rough sleepers are to be found in doorways
and at mobile soup kitchens. Behind closed doors, there are
thousands of people sleeping on sofas at the homes of friends or
family, families in B&Bs and vulnerable people living in some of
the worst-quality shared housing.

No one can take pride in that. We
have made some progress in tackling
homelessness, securing around £10m
from the Government to roll out
Housing First, a model of homeless
support developed in Helsinki, Finland.
Over seventy homeless people have
been given accommodation and
support through the scheme since
it was launched in the autumn. It’s a
good start, but we need to go
much further.
To tackle the wider issue, we need
to “design out” homelessness
from society, for example, through
businesses willing to hire people
experiencing homelessness and
offering employee hardship funds
for when their workers go through
tough times, and banks making
accounts open to people experiencing
homelessness. It also means building
thousands of high-quality, truly
affordable homes and tackling the
rogue landlords taking advantage of
vulnerable people.

But the Government also has to act to
tackle welfare-related poverty. Local
Housing Allowance is the element of
Universal Credit paid to those who
need it to rent a safe place to live. With
the rates frozen since 2016, while rents
are rising, it’s no wonder that many
people fall behind on their payments
and end up being evicted. Losing a
private tenancy as a result of getting
into arrears is the most common
reason for becoming homeless. The
freeze of Local Housing Allowance
rates has undoubtedly contributed to
an increase in homelessness in the
West Midlands.
And these low Local Housing
Allowance rates have led many
landlords to skimp on the upkeep of
properties, leaving tenants in poorquality housing, or to move into the
supported housing sector to reap
the higher rates of Housing Benefit
available, often without providing the
high-quality support services that are
also needed.

There is an urgent need for the
Government to act, and it cannot
wait until Brexit is sorted out. The
Government should increase Local
Housing Allowance to a level where
30% of rented homes in any area
are affordable to everyone. Not only
would this help people in need, but
there is a clear return to the Treasury:
there will be less need for costly
temporary accommodation and fewer
people getting into a spiral of health
issues that burden the NHS and
public services.
We have a moral duty to tackle
homelessness and these changes
would make an immediate and
significant difference.

Andy Street
Mayor of the West Midlands
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Executive Summary

Executive
Summary
Homelessness is an indignity that no
one in our society should have to face.
Access to a safe, stable, and affordable
home is a moral right that many of
us take for granted. But currently in
Great Britain, too many of us suffer the
inhumanity of unsafe, temporary, or
no housing.
Crisis research shows there are around
170,000 individuals and families
across Great Britain trapped in the
worst forms of homelessness. This
includes people sleeping rough,
sofa-surfing, and living in temporary
accommodation that is unequipped to
provide for necessities such as cooking
and washing clothes.1 But we know
that homelessness is not inevitable,
and that ending it for good is possible.
To do so, we must focus on tackling
the root causes of homelessness and
prevent it from happening in the
first place.

People lose their homes when the
rising pressure from high rents and
low incomes becomes too much.
Evidence shows that ensuring there
are enough affordable homes is the
best way to relieve this pressure and
prevent homelessness.2 The most
cost-effective way to provide enough
affordable housing is to considerably
increase the supply of social housing.3
However, with 100,000 social homes
needing to be built across Great Britain
every year for the next 15 years,4
addressing the backlog of need for
people trapped in homelessness and
people living in unsafe or unsuitable
conditions5 will take time.
This means that more than ever, it
is essential that our welfare system
prevents people from being locked
in a struggle to pay private rents and
still have enough left over to feed
their family and pay bills. Crisis’ Cover
the Cost campaign, supported by
several housing and homelessness

1 Albanese, F. (2018) Crisis blog: ’What is the scale of homelessness on any given night?’ https://www.crisis.
org.uk/about-us/the-crisis-blog/what-is-the-scale-of-homelessness-on-any-given-night/
2 Bramley, G. (2018) Housing supply requirements across Great Britain for low income households and
homeless people. London: Crisis and National Housing Federation.
3 Capital Economics (2018) Saving through Social Rents: An assessment of the implications of building
100,000 social rent homes annually between 1997 and 2017. London: Capital Economics
4 Bramley, G. (2018) Housing supply requirements across Great Britain for low income households and
homeless people. London: Crisis and National Housing Federation.
5 This includes living in overcrowded conditions, experiencing serious affordability problems, and living in
accommodation with serious physical problems. A full list can be found in Bramley, G. (2018) Housing
supply requirements across Great Britain for low income households and homeless people. London: Crisis
and National Housing Federation.

organisations, is calling for investment
in Local Housing Allowance rates to
cover at least the cheapest third of
private rents (the 30th percentile).
Local Housing Allowance rates are
commonly known as Housing Benefit
and are now part of Universal Credit.
They were originally designed to offer
support so that people could keep up
with paying their rent.
In the last decade, there has been a
series of cuts to the rates, including a
four-year freeze from 2016. This has
meant that last year, in 92 per cent of
areas in Great Britain, one in five or less
privately rented homes were affordable
within Local Housing Allowance rates
to single people, couples, or families
with one or two children.6 This has
increased to 94 per cent of areas In
Great Britain this year. In one in five
(19%) of areas, ten per cent or less of
privately rented homes are affordable
within the rates to these individuals
and families.

This means most individuals and
families receiving Local Housing
Allowance rates face a gap between
the rates and their rent. This increases
the risk of homelessness as it becomes
more and more difficult for people
to keep up with paying rent on top of
covering essentials such as food and
bills. In the worst cases, this causes
homelessness. It is also hampering
the ability of councils to carry out
statutory duties to prevent and end
homelessness as there are fewer and
fewer affordable housing options
available to support people.
Research by Alma Economics,
commissioned by Crisis, shows that
restoring Local Housing Allowance
rates to cover the cheapest third of
private rents (the 30th percentile) will
prevent homelessness for thousands
of people. It will also lift thousands of
individuals and families out of poverty.
A three-year investment to restore
the rates to the 30th percentile will

6 Basran, J. (2019) Cover the Cost: How gaps in Local Housing Allowance are impacting homelessness.
London: Crisis.
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lift more than 32,000 households
out of relative poverty, including
35,000 children. This will mean wider
benefits of £5.5 billion, including
from reduced need for homelessness
services and services related to
homelessness like health. It will also
lead to financial savings of £124 million
from reducing the need for temporary
accommodation, which currently
leaves far too many people without
stable and secure homes.
These benefits offset the cost to
the Government of £3.3 billion to
invest in Local Housing Allowance
rates over three years. This means
there is an overall benefit of £2.1
billion to restoring Local Housing
Allowance rates to cover the cheapest
third of private rents to prevent and
end homelessness. For a one year
investment into the rates over 2020/21,
the cost to the Government will be
£820 million.
With the new Westminster
Government in place, and an
upcoming Spending Review to set out
the priorities for new public services
and investment for the next year,
ending homelessness in all its forms
must be a top domestic policy priority.
There have been notable steps taken
by all national governments to tackling
homelessness.
This includes the introduction of the
Homelessness Reduction Act (2017)
in England, and the publication of the
Rough Sleeping Strategy in 2018 to
achieve the Westminster Government’s
commitment to ending rough sleeping
in England by 2027. In Scotland,
the Government has committed to
ending homelessness and published
a high-level action plan to achieve
this based on the recommendations
of the Homelessness and Rough
Sleeping Action Group (HARSAG).
This has been followed by the
launch of a homelessness action

group by the Welsh Government,
which will recommend how to end
all forms of homelessness, building
on its commitment to end youth
homelessness by 2027.
Ensuring everyone has safe, stable
housing creates a stronger society
where homelessness has no place. The
time to build on current progress and
ultimately end homelessness in Great
Britain is now. Ending the freeze on
Local Housing Allowance rates, with
investment so the rates cover at least
the cheapest third of private rents,
should be a fiscal priority to help tackle
homelessness across Great Britain.
To achieve this, we need cross
government support for this level
of investment in Local Housing
Allowance rates as a key measure
to support people to find and keep
privately rented homes. It is also
critical to delivering the Westminster
Government’s commitment to end
rough sleeping in England by 2027
and reduce homelessness.

Executive Summary
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Introduction

Introduction
This report is the second in a series
for Crisis’ Cover the Cost campaign.
The campaign is aimed at securing
investment into Local Housing
Allowance rates (commonly known as
Housing Benefit). The first report, Cover
the Cost: How gaps in Local Housing
Allowance are impacting homelessness,
set out how current levels of
Local Housing Allowance rates are
contributing to homelessness across
Great Britain at significant human and
economic cost. This report sets out the
investment needed to ensure the rates
cover the cost of the cheapest third of
local private rents, to have immediate
and significant impact on preventing
homelessness across Great Britain.
Local Housing Allowance rates have
been frozen since 2016, following
years of underinvestment into the
rates. Since 2011, the rates were set
to cover the cheapest third of local
private rents, but the current levels of
the rates mean they are falling short
of doing so in most of Great Britain.
Research in the first Cover the Cost
report found that last year, in 92 per
cent of areas across Great Britain, one
in five or less privately rented homes
were affordable within Local Housing
Allowance rates to single people,
couples, or families with one or two
children.7 This has increased to 94 per
cent of areas in Great Britain this year.
In one in five (19%) of areas, ten per
cent or less of private rented homes
are affordable within the rates to these
individuals and families.

The Cover the Cost campaign
has the backing of thousands of
supporters, including people who have
experienced homelessness or who
have been at risk of homelessness
because of Local Housing Allowance
rates. Through our services, Crisis
has seen time and again how the
current levels of Local Housing
Allowance rates are leaving individuals
and families locked in a struggle to
pay their rent and still have enough
left over to feed their family and
pay bills. In the worst cases, it is
causing homelessness. And when
homelessness does happen, Local
Housing Allowance rates also prevent
people from finding a home again
as there are so few homes that are
affordable within the rates. Through
the campaign, Crisis is hearing from
too many people across the country
facing the same desperate situation.
The freeze on Local Housing
Allowance rates has also resulted
in councils across Great Britain
being unable to fulfil their statutory
homelessness duties due to a lack
of affordable housing options.8 This
means the rates are a significant
barrier to preventing and ending
homelessness, and to achieving
the Westminster Government’s
commitments to end rough sleeping
in England by 2027 and reduce
homelessness. With such widespread
impact of the current freeze on the
rates, Crisis’ Cover the Cost campaign
has the support of several housing and

7 Basran, J. (2019) Cover the Cost: How gaps in Local Housing Allowance rates are impacting homelessness.
London: Crisis.
8 Basran, J. (2019) Cover the Cost: How gaps in Local Housing Allowance rates are impacting
homelessness. London: Crisis.

homelessness organisations, including
the Local Government Association,
Homeless Link, London Councils,
Centrepoint, the Residential Landlords
Association, Shelter, the District
Councils’ Network, St. Mungo’s, the
Joseph Rowntree Foundation, and
the Chartered Institute of Housing,
amongst others.
To loosen the grip of poverty and
avoid the indignity and human cost
of homelessness, Local Housing
Allowance rates must cover the cost
of at least the cheapest third of private
rents. In the long-term, national
governments must invest in ensuring
there is enough social housing to
meet the needs of people trapped in
homelessness or on the brink, living
in unsafe or unstable conditions. This
should involve departments across
government working together with
councils and housing associations to
ensure enough genuinely affordable
social housing is built. But building
enough social homes to meet demand
9

will take time. In the meantime, we
cannot allow people to continue to be
locked in a struggle to pay their rent
or trapped in homelessness because
Local Housing Allowance rates are
insufficiently resourced.
This report presents the
recommended level of investment in
Local Housing Allowance rates that
will have a significant and immediate
impact on homelessness prevention
and the overall benefits, both financial
and human. The report outlines
a detailed cost benefit analysis,
carried out by Alma Economics for
Crisis,9 of the impact on preventing
homelessness and reducing poverty by
investing in the rates to cover at least
the cheapest third (the 30th percentile)
of the private rental market. Finally, it
will illustrate how investing in Local
Housing Allowance rates will provide
a lifeline to people to prevent and end
homelessness, from the testimonies
people have given to Crisis as part of
the Cover the Cost campaign.

Alma Economics (2019) Local Housing Allowance: Options for reform. London: Alma Economics.
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Policy
context
Policy changes to Local
Housing Allowance rates
People lose their homes when the
rising pressure from high rents and
low incomes becomes too much.
Without government support, a
sudden increase in pressure like losing
a job or becoming ill, can quickly force
someone into homelessness. Research
shows that ensuring there are enough
affordable homes is the best way
to relieve this pressure and prevent
homelessness.10
An essential part of achieving this is
making sure our welfare system helps
people who need support to cover
the cost of rent to secure a stable
home. Local Housing Allowance rates,
commonly known as Housing Benefit
and which are now part of Universal
Credit, were originally designed to
offer this support for people living in
privately rented homes. A significant

minority (27%) of private renters
receive Local Housing Allowance rates
to help with paying their rent, which
is around 1,280,000 families and
individuals. More than a third (37%)
are in paid work.11
The rates were initially set to help
people to afford a place to live in the
cheapest half (the 50th percentile) of
the private rental market in their local
area,12 and covered a household size
of up to five bedrooms. This included
having a lower rate for people under
25, called the Shared Accommodation
Rate, which assumed that most young
people would live in a shared property.13
Yet a series of policy changes to the
way the rates have been calculated
in the last decade have significantly
eroded the support they provide.
Local Housing Allowance rates were
reduced from the 50th percentile
in 2011 to cover the cheapest third

10 Bramley, G. (2018) Housing supply requirements across Great Britain for low income households and
homeless people. London: Crisis and National Housing Federation.
11 Shelter (2019) A vision for social housing: the final report of Shelter’s commission on the future of social
housing. London: Shelter England.
12 Local Housing Allowance rates are calculated by specific areas known as Broad Rental Market Areas
(BRMA). BRMAs are set by the Valuation Office Agency in England, Rent Services Scotland, and Rent
Officers Wales. To do so, these agencies must take into account reasonable access to facilities and
health, education, personal banking and shopping services, and should also consider the travel and
public transport available in terms of accessing these services. There are 152 BRMAs in England, 22 in
Wales, and 18 in Scotland.
13 Housing Benefit: Shared Accommodation Rate Standard Note SN/SP/5889: https://researchbriefings.files.
parliament.uk/documents/SN05889/SN05889.pdf

Context to the Cover the Cost campaign

of rents (the 30th percentile) in an
area, and household sizes of up to
four bedrooms instead of five. At the
same time, national weekly caps were
put in place so that in areas of very
high housing costs, such as parts of
London, the rates could not go above
the caps even if this meant people
would be able to afford less than the
30th percentile.
From 2013, there were further cuts
to the rates. The rates were no
longer only linked to market rents
but were instead increased by the
Consumer Price Index (CPI), if this
was lower than increasing the rates
to cover the cheapest third of rents.
This index does not reflect changing
rental prices, putting many Local
Housing Allowance rates out of line
with market rents.14 In 2014 and 2015,
the rates were increased by one per
cent across the country instead of by
the CPI. In comparison, rents grew
on average by 2.6 per cent across
Great Britain in 2015.15 In 2012, the
Shared Accommodation Rate was
also extended to apply to single
people under the age of 35 instead
of 25. Finally, the rates were frozen
completely from 2016.
This means that Local Housing
Allowance rates are now completely
detached from private rents. To
mitigate the impact of these changes
to the rates, the Westminster
Government has made Targeted
Affordability Funding available since
2014. This is additional investment for
selected Local Housing Allowance
rates to increase them usually by
three per cent, in areas where there
are large gaps between the rates and

rents.16 However, research from the
Chartered Institute of Housing has
shown that over the years, the funding
has become increasingly ineffective
in reducing the amounts individuals
and families have to pay to afford the
cheapest third of rents.17

The impact of Local
Housing Allowance rates
on homelessness
The cumulative impact of these policy
changes has been significant. Research
in Crisis’ report Cover the Cost: How
gaps in Local Housing Allowance
are impacting homelessness shows
that last year, in 92 per cent of areas
across Great Britain, one in five or less
privately rented homes were affordable
within Local Housing Allowance rates
to single people, couples, or families
with one or two children.18 This has
increased to 94 per cent of areas in
Great Britain this year. In one in five
(19%) of areas, ten per cent or less of
private rented homes are affordable
within the rates to these individuals
and families.
With Local Housing Allowance rates
covering such a small proportion
of rents in most of Great Britain,
individuals and families needing this
support are having to find income
from elsewhere to be able to cover the
cost of rent. This is putting substantial
pressure on these families. In many
places, the amounts needed are
large, and impossible to overcome by
budgeting. Figure 1.1 shows some of
the larger gaps between Local Housing
Allowance rates and the cheapest third
of rents for families with one or two
children last year across Great Britain.

14 Chartered Institute of Housing (2018) Missing the target: Is Targeted Affordability Funding doing its job?
Coventry: Chartered Institute of Housing.
15 Office for National Statistics (2016) ‘Index of Private Housing Rental Prices, Great Britain: January 2016’
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/indexofprivatehousingrentalprices/
january2016
16 Wilson, W., Barton, C. (2017) Local Housing Allowance caps and the social rented sector. London: House
of Commons Library.
17 Chartered Institute of Housing (2018) Missing the target: Is Targeted Affordability Funding doing its job?
Coventry: Chartered Institute of Housing.
18 Basran, J. (2019) Cover the Cost: How gaps in Local Housing Allowance rates are impacting
homelessness. London: Crisis.
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When people are locked in a situation
where they have to find the money
needed month after month to make
up these gaps, they can fall behind
with paying their rent, putting them
at risk of homelessness. Research for
Shelter found that among the fifth
of private renters in England with the
lowest incomes, one in every six (17%)
are in rent arrears or have been in rent
arrears at some point in the last year..19
This is also reflected by the fact that
the ending of an Assured Shorthold
Tenancy20 is one of the most common
reasons people become homeless
today. It has been the leading cause
of homelessness in England for the
past six years. Whilst this pattern has
slightly changed since the introduction
of the Homelessness Reduction Act
(2017), it remains a major cause of
homelessness.21 Research among
private landlords shows that the cuts
to Local Housing Allowance rates have
been one of the key factors behind this.22
When people are at risk of homelessness,
the low rates also mean they have little
to no chance of finding anywhere
else to live within Local Housing
Allowance rates.
“My daughter’s landlord wants
possession as he’s selling. She
can’t find anything for the Local
Housing Allowance of £350 a month.
She is long-term sick, and this is
exacerbating her severe anxiety”.
Cover the Cost campaign supporter.

“I’m on a low income, single parent,
self-employed and had to drop my
prices to keep working and so I
need [Local] Housing Allowance to
help with my private rent... I have
relocated… to help with finances but
now I can no longer afford the new
rent prices in my area”.
Cover the Cost campaign supporter.
This also means that when
homelessness happens, people are
trapped and unable to move on. In
2017, the Homeless Link annual review
of support services for single people
experiencing homelessness in England
found that 66 per cent of people were
trapped in hostels because they could
not find anywhere to live within Local
Housing Allowance rates.23 Similarly,
a survey from St. Martin’s Frontline
Network found that, of 723 frontline
staff supporting people trapped in
homelessness, eight in ten (80%) said
it was difficult or very difficult to find
accommodation within Local Housing
Allowance rates.24

The impact of Local Housing
Allowance rates on councils
The freeze on Local Housing
Allowance rates is also hampering
the ability of councils to successfully
fulfil statutory homelessness duties
in all three nations. Over the last few
decades, there has been a decline
in social rent housing across Great
Britain. With a lack of social housing as
an option to house people, councils
are increasingly turning to the private
rented sector to find homes.

19 Shelter (2019) A vision for social housing: the final report of Shelter’s commission on the future of social
housing. London: Shelter England.
20 These are short tenancies, usually six to 12 months, and after this period tenants can be evicted even if
they have fulfilled the agreements in their contract.
21 Ministry for Housing Communities and Local Government (2019) ‘Live homelessness tables’ https://www.
gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/live-tables-on-homelessness
22 O’Leary, C., O’Shea, and S., Albertson, A. (2018) Homelessness and the Private Rented Sector.
Manchester: Manchester Metropolitan University.
23 Homeless Link (2017) Support for single homeless people in England: annual review 2017. London:
Homeless Link.
24 St Martin’s Frontline Network (due for publication 2019) Annual Frontline Worker Survey 2018. London:
St. Martin’s Frontline Network.
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Figure 1.1 Map of areas in Great Britain with large gaps between 2018/19
Local Housing Allowance rates and rents at the 30th percentile for small families

Edinburgh:
gap of
£114.28
per month

Manchester:
gap of £67.80 per
month, equivalent
to 6 weeks’
worth of gas

Cardiff:
gap of
£67.68 per
month

Bath:
gap of £136.56
per month,
equivalent to
two weeks’
worth of food

York:
gap of £53.40
per month,
equivalent to five
weeks’ worth of
electricity

Cambridge:
gap of £120.80
per month,
equivalent to
two weeks’ worth
of food

East London:
gap of £227.28
per month,
equivalent to three
and a half weeks’
worth of food
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Context to the Cover the Cost campaign

The decline in social housing has
meant that last year in England,
6,463 social homes were delivered
in comparison to a peak of around
126,000 social homes built a year
in England from 1945 to 1980.25 In
the last decade, investment has also
increasingly gone into ‘affordable rent’
homes, set at 80 per cent of market
rents.26 Often, these rent levels are
too high for people with the lowest
incomes.27 The stock of homes at
social rents has also been eroded
by the Right to Buy,28 as there has
not been sufficient replacement of
homes sold with new stock at social
rent levels.29 Research by Crisis and
the National Housing Federation
has shown we need to build 90,000
homes a year for 15 years to fill the
backlog of need for social homes.30
In Scotland and Wales, there has also
been a significant erosion of the stock
of homes at social rent levels including
through Right to Buy.31 The Scottish
Government has since abolished
the Right to Buy and has committed
to building 35,000 social rented
homes between 2016 and 2021.32 An
independent review has found the
government is on target to meet this.33
Similarly, the Welsh Government has
also abolished the Right to Buy, and

has committed to building 20,000
new affordable homes between 2016
and 2021, of which 2,600 homes a
year will be assigned for social rent.
This doubles the Welsh Government’s
previous target.34
These positive steps are helping to
address the gap between the supply
and need for social housing in these
countries. However, achieving the
scale needed in Scotland and Wales
will still take time. In Scotland in
high demand housing markets such
as Edinburgh, there is a shortage of
social housing. Similarly, in Wales
further steps are still needed. The
recent review into affordable housing
found that there were considerable
weaknesses in the current system of
housebuilding that needed addressing.
This included ensuring resources were
being used effectively, and that social
homes were affordable for people with
the lowest incomes.35
These trends have meant that councils
are increasingly having to discharge
their homelessness duties in the
private rented sector across Great
Britain. In Wales and England, the
introduction of the Housing (Wales)
Act (2014) and the Homelessness
Reduction Act (2017) marked a

25 Shelter (2019) A vision for social housing: the final report of Shelter’s commission on the future of social
housing. London: Shelter England.
26 Downie, M., Gousy, H., Basran, J., Jacob, R., Rowe, S., Hancock, C., Albanese, F., Pritchard, R., Nightingale,
K., and Davies, T. (2018) Everybody In: How to end homelessness in Great Britain. London: Crisis.
27 Lupton, M. and Collins, H. (2015) Living Rents – a new development framework for Affordable Housing.
London: Joseph Rowntree Foundation/National Housing Federation.
28 The Right to Buy scheme is a policy which gives secure tenants of councils and some housing
associations the legal right to buy, at a discount, the council home they are living in.
29 Chartered Institute of Housing (2018) ‘CIH calls on government to suspend right to buy as new figures
reveal less than a third of homes sold since 2012 have been replaced’ http://www.cih.org/news-article/
display/vpathDCR/templatedata/cih/news-article/data/CIH_calls_on_government_to_suspend_right_
to_buy_as_new_figures_reveal_less_than_a_third_of_homes_sold_since_2012_have_been_replaced
30 Bramley, G. (2018) Housing supply requirements across Great Britain for low income households and
homeless people. London: Crisis and National Housing Federation.
31 Downie, M., Gousy, H., Basran, J., Jacob, R., Rowe, S., Hancock, C., Albanese, F., Pritchard, R., Nightingale,
K., and Davies, T. (2018) Everybody In: How to end homelessness in Great Britain. London: Crisis.
32 Downie, M., Gousy, H., Basran, J., Jacob, R., Rowe, S., Hancock, C., Albanese, F., Pritchard, R., Nightingale,
K., and Davies, T. (2018) Everybody In: How to end homelessness in Great Britain. London: Crisis.
33 Young, G., and Donohoe, T. (2018) Review of Strategic Investment Plans for Affordable Housing.
Edinburgh: SFHA/Equality and Human Rights Commission/Shelter Scotland.
34

Smith, B. (2018) Social housing in Wales. Cardiff: UK Collaborative Centre for Housing Evidence.

35 Welsh Government (2019) Independent Review on Affordable Housing Supply final report April 2019.
Cardiff: Welsh Government.
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significant shift to homelessness
prevention by introducing a duty on
councils to prevent homelessness if
someone is at risk within the next 56
days. However, in Wales councils are
under pressure to continue to prevent
and relieve homelessness due to
increases in the number of households
on the brink of homelessness. Councils
in Wales that use the private rented
sector to prevent homelessness cite
Local Housing Allowance rates
as a barrier to doing so.36
And in England, councils are struggling
to prevent homelessness as intended
by the new Act. The Homelessness
Monitor England 2019 is a longitudinal
study commissioned by Crisis
providing an independent analysis
of homelessness. Research for the
Monitor found that 91 percent of
responding councils (152) expect the
freeze on Local Housing Allowance
rates to increase homelessness in their
area.37 Similarly, a survey conducted
by the Local Government Association
found that 86 per cent of responding
councils in England (151) identified
affordability of the private rented
sector as a great or moderate factor
that is making it more difficult to house
people trapped in homelessness.38
This means that the cuts to Local
Housing Allowance rates are
undermining the intention and
potential of the Homelessness
Reduction Act (2017). This also
means the rates are a barrier to the
Westminster Government achieving

Context to the Cover the Cost campaign

its commitment to end rough sleeping
in England by 2027 and reduce
homelessness.

Restoring Local Housing
Allowance rates: the case
for change

In Scotland, half of 28 responding
local authorities for the Scotland
Homelessness Monitor 2019 make use
of the private rented sector. However,
just five considered it easy to access
the private rented sector for these
purposes, whereas 23 reported it
was difficult or very difficult and that
the inadequacy of Local Housing
Allowance rates were a reason why.39

The impact of the freeze on Local
Housing Allowance rates on
homelessness is clear. Investment into
the rates would prevent individuals
and families from being trapped in
a situation where they are unable
to pay their rent and essentials like
food and bills. This puts people at
risk of homelessness and causes
homelessness in the worst cases.
The investment would also ensure
that Universal Credit covers the
cost of rent so that it can be one of
the most effective tools to prevent
homelessness. Further, councils would
have the option of finding suitable,
stable privately rented homes where
needed. This would increase the
resources councils have to prevent
homelessness, instead of being forced
to focus resources on crisis responses
to homelessness.

This has meant in many parts of
Great Britain, councils are forced into
supporting people into temporary,
and sometimes unsuitable,
accommodation. This means the
accommodation can be unequipped
to provide for necessities, such as
having a place to cook and clean, or
providing enough space for a growing
family to live. The rising pressure to
provide temporary housing has also
created opportunities for exploitation.
Analysis by Julie Rugg and Peter
Rhodes concluded that temporary
accommodation can put people at
risk of “very high levels of insecurity,
inflated rents, acute overcrowding,
and often extremely poor property
conditions”.40 This has a significant
cost to the public purse. In England
alone in 2017/18, 290 (of 326) councils
spent almost £1 billion on temporary
accommodation.41

But until there is enough social
housing to meet demand, people will
continue to be trapped in situations
where they are struggling to cover
the cost of their rent, leading to a risk
of homelessness, unless we invest in
Local Housing Allowance rates. The
rates need to be an effective tool to
prevent and resolve homelessness
now, to significantly reduce current
levels of homelessness across
Great Britain. Short-to-medium
term investment into Local Housing
Allowance rates will provide secure
and sustainable housing in the private
rental market to prevent thousands of
individuals and families from
becoming homeless.

Providing people with stable, secure,
and affordable homes must come
from building enough social housing
to meet current demand and prevent
homelessness in the first place. Over
the long-term, this is also more cost
effective for the Government. Analysis
by Capital Economics looked at
the cost of average social rents and
average Local Housing Allowance
awards. The analysis found that as a
result of increasing numbers of people
receiving Local Housing Allowance
rather than social housing, the
Government will have to pay out at
least £24 billion more over the next
30 years.42

36 Fitzpatrick, S., Pawson, H., Bramley, G., Wilcox, S., Watts, B. and Wood, J. (2017) The Homelessness
Monitor: Wales 2017. London: Crisis.
37 Fitzpatrick, S., Pawson, H., Bramley, G., Wood, J., Watts, B., Stephens, M., and Blenkinsopp, J. (2019) The
Homelessness Monitor: England 2019. London: Crisis.
38 Local Government Association (2019) Homelessness Reduction Act Survey 2018 – Survey Report.
London: Local Government Association.
39 Fitzpatrick, S., Pawson, H., Bramley, G., Wilcox, S., Watts, B., Wood, J., Stephens, M. and Blenkinsopp, J.
(2019) The Homelessness Monitor: Scotland 2019. London: Crisis.
40 Rugg, J. and Rhodes, D. (2018) Vulnerability amongst low income households in the private rented
sector. York: University of York/Centre for Housing Policy.
41 Inside Housing (2018) ‘Councils’ temporary accommodation spend nears £1 billion’ https://www.
insidehousing.co.uk/news/news/councils-temporary-accommodation-spend-nears-1bn-57695

42 Shelter (2019) A vision for social housing: the final report of Shelter’s commission on the future of social
housing. London: Shelter England.
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The solution

Summary of findings from the research

The
solution
Research commissioned by Crisis
and carried out by Alma Economics
modelled several scenarios of investing
in Local Housing Allowance rates
and the costs and benefits relating to
homelessness. The scenarios ranged
from lower levels of investment,
such as increasing the rates by
the CPI, to higher levels including
restoring some rates to the 50th
percentile. A summary of the research
methodology, including all scenarios,
is on pages 23-25. The full research
and findings are detailed in the Alma
Economics report Local Housing
Allowance: Options for reform.
Based on evidence from this research,
Crisis is calling for investment to
restore and maintain Local Housing
Allowance rates to cover at least the
cheapest third (the 30th percentile)
of private rents. This is supported
by several leading organisations in
housing and homelessness. The
research shows that this level of
investment will result in significant

benefits, both human and financial,
and prevent homelessness for
thousands of individuals and families.
It will also lift thousands of people
out of poverty, reducing their risk
of homelessness.
This section of the report will outline
the research approach and findings,
and the case for investment to restore
Local Housing Allowance rates to
cover at least the cheapest third of
private rents.
Figure 1.3 gives the costs and benefits
by each scenario over a six-year period
as modelled by Alma Economics.

Summary of Alma Economics research
Crisis commissioned Alma Economics to
model the total costs and benefits relating
to homelessness from 2019/20 to 2024/25
of different scenarios to restore Local
Housing Allowance rates.
The approach to the cost benefit analysis
was consistent with HM Treasury Green
Book principles on economic evaluation
and appraisal, which includes considering
who will benefit most from the policy, and
whether there are any health and social
effects (i.e. ‘welfare gains’). This approach
is used by HM Treasury for spending
proposals, such as those that will be put
forward in a government Spending Review.
For this research, the costs and benefits of
the scenarios are calculated in comparison
to a ‘do nothing’ situation, where the freeze
continues. The analysis was applied to
each of the below five scenarios, with the
benefit cap in place and with the benefit cap
removed. This meant a total of ten scenarios
to restore the rates were considered:
1. Increasing Local Housing Allowance
rates annually by CPI.
2. Restoring the Shared Accommodation
Rate to the 30th percentile and the
remaining Local Housing Allowance rates
in areas where the rates fall behind
rents most.
3. Restoring all Local Housing Allowance
rates to the 30th percentile.
4. Restoring the Shared Accommodation
Rate and one-bedroom Local Housing
Allowance rates to the 50th percentile,
and the two, three, and four-bedroom
rates to the 30th percentile.
5. Restoring all Local Housing Allowance
rates to the 50th percentile in areas
where the rates fall behind rents the
most, and to the 30th percentile
everywhere else.

Why were these scenarios chosen?
The scenarios were informed by the joint
research carried out by Crisis and the
Chartered Institute of Housing set out in
Cover the Cost: How gaps in Local Housing
Allowance are impacting homelessness,
and by previous changes to Local Housing
Allowance rates.
As the Department for Work and Pensions
has committed to ending the freeze on
Local Housing Allowance rates in 2020, the
first scenario modelled increasing the rates
by CPI. This was chosen as the rates were
increased by CPI before the freeze came
into place. The scenarios were then chosen
to be progressively more generous, up to
restoring some rates to the 50th percentile,
based on the findings of the joint research
showing where investment is most needed.
This includes the middle scenario of
restoring all rates to the 30th percentile
as was the case in 2011.
Removing the benefit cap was
also considered for all scenarios to
understand the impact this would have
on homelessness and poverty, given the
interaction between the benefit cap and
Local Housing Allowance rates. This is
summarised in Cover the Cost: How gaps
in Local Housing Allowance are impacting
homelessness.
Methodology
The research used a micro-simulation
model to measure the impact of investment
in Local Housing Allowance rates. Figure 1.2
outlines the model used.
How were costs calculated?
The research used a sample of financial
data of households in the private rented
sector receiving Local Housing Allowance
rates to calculate the cost of investing in
the rates in each scenario. The data used
were from Understanding Society – the UK
Households Longitudinal Survey (UK-HLS).
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Figure 1.2 Micro-simulation model

Micro-simulation by household

Cost of reform
options

Poverty reduction
by household

Welfare gains for Local Housing
Allowance claimants

Reduction in
homelessness

Reduced financial costs
associated with homelessness

Cost benefit analysis by household

The solution

How were the benefits and savings
from investment determined?
The financial savings from preventing
homelessness were calculated based on
statistics from the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government of the
cost to councils of placing individuals and
families in temporary accommodation or
providing a homeless prevention service. It
is assumed in the model that all households
prevented from becoming homeless would
have turned to their council for support if
they had become homeless.
Wider benefits, termed welfare gains,
were also calculated by looking at
other related services to homelessness.
People experiencing homelessness are
more likely to need health services and
interact with the criminal justice system
as detailed in the Alma Economics report.

The costs of these services being used by
homeless households has been calculated
by Pricewaterhouse Cooper (PwC) for
Crisis’ report Everybody In: How to end
homelessness in Great Britain. This research
was used to calculate the cost savings from
individuals and families prevented from
becoming homeless, and therefore reducing
the need for some public services.
Welfare gains also includes benefits using
the assumptions in the Treasury’s Green
Book approach that any investment that
benefits people with the lowest incomes
will create higher levels of wellbeing than it
does for people with higher incomes. This is
because additional money for people with
the lowest incomes will go towards helping
cover necessities, whereas for people with
higher incomes, their existing income can
cover necessities.

Cost benefit analysis in aggregate, by income quintile,
by household type and by country and region

How was the impact of investment on
homelessness and poverty calculated?
The impact of investment into Local Housing
Allowance rates was calculated by taking into
account the impact on people’s well-being,
and the wider impact on society, if someone
is prevented from becoming homeless or
lifted out of poverty. This is in line with the
Treasury’s Green Book approach.
The probability of someone becoming
homeless was based on research by
the then Department for Communities
and Local Government. The research
estimates that a one per cent increase in
household income results in a 0.48 per
cent decrease in the likelihood of applying

The number of households lifted out of
poverty was calculated using the relative
poverty line, which is 60 per cent of the
median household income, after housing
costs. This poverty line is calculated for
each year for different household types.
The additional income to households as
a result of investment in Local Housing
Allowance rates is used to model how many
households are lifted above this measure of
relative poverty.
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Figure 1.3 Costs and benefits by scenario
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Figure 1.3 shows that for all scenarios,
removing the benefit cap is costlier
but results in higher benefits. The
benefit cap sets a maximum amount
of benefits that individuals and families
not in work can receive. Since 2017,
the cap has been £23,000 a year
in London for families (£15,410 for
single people), and £20,000 across
the rest of Great Britain (£13,400
for single people). This means that
any investment in Local Housing
Allowance rates that raises income
from benefits above the level of the
benefit cap would still limit the support
individuals and families receive to
cover the cost of rent and essentials
such as food and bills. Lifting the
benefit cap ensures the investment
into Local Housing Allowance rates
covers the cost of rent for families and
individuals, preventing more people
from becoming homeless.
Crisis recognises this interaction
between the benefit cap and Local
Housing Allowance rates, as detailed
in our report Everybody In: How to
end homelessness in Great Britain.
The cap is applied to a wider range of
benefits than Local Housing Allowance
rates, including Jobseekers Allowance
and Child Benefit. Further analysis is
needed to understand the impact of
completely removing the cap in terms
of wider costs and benefits, which is
beyond the scope of this report.
However, the Government must
ensure that the benefit cap is not
restricting people’s options by
locking them in situations where they
cannot cover the cost of their rent,
increasing the risk of homelessness.
The Government should review the full
impact of the benefit cap, including
the interaction with Local Housing
Allowance rates, and at a minimum
introduce flexibility to applying the cap
for people experiencing homelessness
or at risk. This should include people
surviving domestic abuse and people

The solution

who are unable to work due to
disability, health conditions or caring
responsibilities.
For the modelling without the benefit
cap in place, figure 1.3 shows there
is a notable increase in benefits
relative to cost of restoring Local
Housing Allowance rates to cover the
cheapest third of rents, compared to
investment to increase the rates by
CPI, or only restoring some rates to
the 30th percentile. The higher levels
of investment to restore some or all of
the rates to the cheapest half (the 50th
percentile) of rents brings the highest
overall benefits.
For the Cover the Cost campaign,
the investment into Local Housing
Allowance rates is being considered
within the context of both ensuring
our welfare system prevents and
ends homelessness, and the supply
of affordable housing meets demand.
Long-term investment in social housing
is needed. The National Housing
Federation, with the Greater London
Authority (GLA) and G15 group of
housing associations, have calculated
that investment of £12.8 billion a
year for ten years (at today’s prices) is
needed to deliver sufficient social rent
and other affordable housing.43
Until there is enough social housing
to meet demand, the private rented
sector will continue to be critical to
preventing further homelessness. But
with Local Housing Allowance rates
currently having the opposite impact,
locking people into situations where
they struggle to pay rent and cover
essentials, the ending of a private
tenancy is one of the most common
causes of homelessness today.
Investment into the rates will have the
most immediate impact on levels of
homelessness by helping people find
and secure privately rented homes,
and support councils to end people’s
homelessness.

43 National Housing Federation (2010) Capital grant required to meet social housing need in England 20212031. London: National Housing Federation.

Therefore, Crisis is calling for
investment to restore Local Housing
Allowance rates to the 30th percentile,
in recognition of the additional
investment that will also be needed
to build the social homes that people
with low incomes need. With enough
social housing, it is also expected that
public spending on Local Housing
Allowance will be lower than it would
otherwise have been, as people with
low incomes who would struggle to
rent privately will be able to access
social housing.
Without sufficient investment into
social housing to address the backlog
of need for homelessness and wider
housing need, there will continue to
be a critical role for preventing and
ending homelessness by supporting
a significant number of people to
find affordable private rent homes.
In this case, the levels of investment
into Local Housing Allowance rates
would need to be reviewed further, to
understand what levels of investment
would provide a long-term solution to
preventing and ending homelessness.

Overview of the costs and
benefits of restoring Local
Housing Allowance rates to
cover the cheapest third
of rents
The Alma Economics research
shows that the benefits related to
homelessness from restoring Local
Housing Allowance rates to the 30th
percentile far outweigh the costs.
Figure 1.4 sets out the costs and
benefits of restoring the rates over
a three-year period from 2020/21
to 2022/23. While the modelling
was carried out for investment from
2019/20 to 2024/25, this report will
focus on the costs and benefits over
a three-year period, in line with a
full three-year Spending Review
expected from the Government in
the near future. The additional costs
and benefits of further investment are
outlined in the Alma Economics report.
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Figure 1.4 The costs and benefits of restoring and maintaining Local
Housing Allowance rates at the 30th percentile from 2020/21 to 2022/23

Overall cost to the Government over three years: £3.3 billion

Households prevented from
homelessness: more than 6,000

Households lifted out of poverty:
more than 32,000

Financial savings from reduced
homelessness (including
reduced need for temporary
accommodation): £124 million

Welfare gains from preventing
homelessness (including
reduced need for homelessness
services and services related to
homelessness): £5.5 billion

The impact on homelessness

The impact on
homelessness of
restoring Local
Housing Allowance
rates to cover the
cheapest third
of rents

Net benefits (financial savings and welfare gains minus costs
to Government) over three years: £2.1 billion

Preventing homelessness
from the private rented sector
The total cost to the Government
over a three-year investment to
restore Local Housing Allowance
rates to cover the cheapest third of
private rents is £3.3 billion. Per year,
this is £820 million in 2020/21; £1.1
billion in 2021/22; and £1.4 billion in
2022/23. The cost benefit case for
this investment is overwhelming. The
modelling shows that the benefits
from preventing homelessness and
reducing the need for temporary
accommodation not only covers
the cost of investment but brings
additional benefits of £2.1 billion. The
following section of this report will go
through a detailed breakdown of the
costs and benefits of this investment. It
will also illustrate the significant impact
this will have on the lives of people

who are struggling to get by and are
at risk of homelessness, or cannot
move on from homelessness, because
Local Housing Allowance rates are
inadequately resourced.

Wherever possible, homelessness
should be prevented. Restoring Local
Housing Allowance rates to cover
at least the cheapest third (the 30th
percentile) of private rents will give
people who need this support the
option of finding secure and stable
housing. The Alma Economics
modelling shows that over a three-year
period, more than 6,000 individuals
and families will be prevented from
becoming homeless.
“I had to move due to my landlord
selling the house I was in…I work part
time and the support [from Local
Housing Allowance rates] I get is
leaving me so short each month. I’m a
single parent with two teens trying to
work but they make it so hard”.
Cover the Cost campaign supporter.

“I rent from a private landlord, my
rent has gone up…but my Housing
Benefit has not changed. I’ve worked
since I was 16 until I was made
redundant four years ago at 58, and
I’ve not been able to get another job.
I am lucky to have two brothers that
help towards my rent otherwise
I would find myself homeless.”
Cover the Cost campaign supporter.
“I had to resign from work last year
due to stress…and my finances
suffered and I am still struggling to
pay rent/bills. Most of what I receive
goes on rent and I am having to apply
for Discretionary Housing Payments44
as well as exceptional hardship funding
to keep my head above water. The
government have gone too far the
other way. It just feels like you are being
kicked when you’re at your lowest.”
Cover the Cost campaign supporter.

44 Discretionary Housing Payments are payments administered through councils to mitigate the impact of
some of the cuts to housing support in the welfare system.
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Nicole’s story
“I was working in a well-paid
job when I first moved into my
one bedroom flat in Brighton,
and so was able to afford the
rent of £850 a month - which
three years on is now £922. At
the time I began that job I was
also awarded the Personal
Independent Payment.45 After a
year or so I was no longer able
to work because of my mental
health and was able to then claim
the higher rate of Employment
Support Allowance46 as well as
the disability premium. With the
Personal Independent Payment I
was able to afford my rent - even
though that isn’t what it is for and I would much rather use it
for therapy to help me manage
my condition better and get back
to work.
My Personal Independent
Payment was reviewed a few
months ago and following
reassessment it was stopped. My
circumstances and conditions
have only changed for the worse
since my original claim, and also
have some new health issues.
Having the Personal Independent
Payment revoked means I have
lost about £600 a month. I am
incredibly stressed and anxious
about this but am appealing the
decision, though this is likely to
take a year to reach tribunal.

The impact on homelessness
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I am in rent arrears. I currently
receive the maximum Local
Housing Allowance of £650 a
month and the now lower rate
Employment Support Allowance
of £127 a week (half what I
received before). My rent is £922,
so I have under £300 left for bills
and food, let alone the arrears.
I have done what I can to cut
back on my spending, by doing
things like switching energy
suppliers, but am really struggling
to make ends meet. I have been
turned down for various grants.
I feel less able than ever to get
into work - the stress of the
Personal Independent Payment
withdrawal and trying to sort
things out is consuming all of
my energy.
The Government should
make sure that Local Housing
Allowance is enough to meet
actual housing costs in each
area. If they did, it would be help
people like me to use Personal
Independent Payment for
treatment to help manage our
conditions better. If this was the
case, I think I would have a much
better chance of getting back
into work and enjoying life.”

Further, this is a conservative estimate
of the number of people that will be
prevented from becoming homeless
from this investment. As discussed on
page 24, the probability of becoming
homeless in the modelling is based on
research by the then Department of
Communities and Local Government,
which is the most robust official data
publicly available.47 The research
relies on past data from councils in
England, before the introduction of
the Homelessness Reduction Act
(2017), on the number of individuals
and families that received support
because they were accepted as being
homeless by the council. It is widely
recognised that these homelessness
statistics do not reflect the true scale
of homelessness.48
This is because these statistics do not
capture people who are experiencing

homelessness and do not turn to
the council for support, including
people considered ‘hidden homeless’
such as people who are sofa surfing.
This means that the figures from
councils on the numbers of people
accepted as homeless are very likely
to significantly underestimate the
scale of homelessness across Great
Britain. Crisis’ own research shows that
there are currently around 170,000
individuals and families trapped in
the worst forms of homelessness and
a significant proportion are having
to sleep on sofas. For example, of at
least 38,000 young adults under the
age of 25 trapped in the worst forms
of homelessness, 18,000 are sofasurfing.49
It is expected that the Homelessness
Reduction Act (2017), which focuses
on prevention, will provide better

47 Alma Economics (2019) Local Housing Allowance: options for reform. London: Alma Economics.
45 Personal Independent payment is a benefit to help people with the extra costs of living
with a disability or long-term health condition.

48 National Audit Office (2017) Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General: Homelessness. London:
National Audit Office.

46 Employment Support Allowance is a benefit to help people who need support to find
work because of a disability or long-term health condition.

49 Albanese, F. (2018) Crisis blog: ’What is the scale of homelessness on any given night?’ https://www.
crisis.org.uk/about-us/the-crisis-blog/what-is-the-scale-of-homelessness-on-any-given-night/
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data. Early indications through the
experimental data show that the Act
has substantially increased the number
of people eligible for support. Whilst
this will be useful to examine in future
analysis, as these statistics are still
experimental data this means that
they are not robust enough to use
for modelling at this time.
This means it is likely that the
investment will prevent homelessness
for a higher number of individuals
and families than modelled. Ensuring
Local Housing Allowance rates meet
the cost of at least the cheapest third
of rents will provide councils with
much needed housing options in the
immediate future to secure stable
housing and prevent homelessness by
making more private rents affordable.
It will also support councils to relieve
homelessness so that people are
no longer trapped in temporary
accommodation, hostels, or rough
sleeping, particularly where the main
barrier to resolving homelessness is
the lack of an affordable home.

Preventing the human
cost of homelessness
Making sure everyone has a safe
and secure home benefits our
society. There is a significant human
cost to homelessness. Repeat and
entrenched homelessness damages
people’s physical and mental health,
family relationships, employment
prospects, and life chances. Research
commissioned by Crisis found that the
failure to deal with homelessness early
significantly impacts on the severity
of people’s support needs.50 Fifty-six
per cent of people who had faced
five or more periods of homelessness
also reported having five or more life

experiences likely to result in a
support need.51
This also has significant cost
implications for homelessness services,
physical and mental health services,
and the criminal justice system.52
Preventing homelessness would
reduce the need for these services
compared to if someone is trapped in
homelessness, and therefore result in
significant benefits to individuals and
families. These benefits are termed
‘welfare gains’ under the Treasury’s
Green Book approach, as described
on page 25. The Alma Economics
modelling found that preventing
homelessness by restoring Local
Housing Allowance rates over three
years would mean overall welfare gains
of £5.5 billion, and net benefits of
£2.1 billion. Table 1.5 shows that
restoring Local Housing Allowance
rates to cover the cheapest third of
rents (the 30th percentile) will bring
substantial benefits to Scotland, Wales,
and all regions across England over the
three years from 2020/21 to 2022/23.
The higher benefits seen in London
and the South East of England reflects
the fact that more people are receiving
support from Local Housing Allowance
rates in these areas. This is unsurprising
given that these regions have some of
the highest housing costs, meaning
there is more need for this support
when people are unable to work or
are stuck in low-paid, insecure work.
These are also areas where the gap
between the demand for and the
supply of social housing is most
acute,53 meaning more people with
low incomes rent privately. Significant
benefits are also seen in other regions
in England, and also in Scotland and
Wales. The West Midlands region

50 Mackie, P. and Thomas, L. (2014) Nations Apart? Experiences of single homeless people across Great
Britain. London: Crisis.
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Table 1.5 Net benefit by country and English region of restoring Local
Housing Allowance to the 30th percentile from 2020/21 to 2022/23
Country or English region
Scotland
Wales
North East
East of England
South West
East Midlands
Yorkshire and the Humber
West Midlands
North West
South East
London

would receive benefits of £252 million
as Local Housing Allowance rates are
increasingly falling short of covering
rents, and the Yorkshire and Humber
region, which is typically considered to
have lower housing costs, would still
see benefits of £150 million.
This means that investment in Local
Housing Allowance rates will result
in a positive impact on local services.
By preventing people from becoming
homeless in the first place, fewer
people will need to access services
associated with homelessness,
meaning these services will be better
resourced to provide more intensive
support when needed.

Reducing the need for
temporary accommodation
The research also shows the direct
cost savings to councils from
the reduced need for temporary
accommodation as people are

Total benefit (financial savings
and welfare gain) to the area
£110 million
£70 million
£59 million
£141 million
£180 million
£171 million
£150 million
£252 million
£256 million
£435 million
£640 million

prevented from becoming homeless.
Since 2010/11, when the cuts to Local
Housing Allowance rates first came in,
the use of temporary accommodation
by councils in England to fulfil their
statutory homelessness duties
has risen sharply. In the year to
March 2018, the placements of
individuals and families in temporary
accommodation rose to over 82,000
– up by 71 per cent from its low point
seven years earlier.54 Research by the
Local Government Association found
that 61 per cent of responding councils
in England (151) report an increase in
the use of temporary accommodation,
with one in five (21%) reporting a
significant increase.55
In Wales, official data show the
use of temporary accommodation
increased between 2016 and 2017,
and in December 2018, there were
2,139 individuals and families living
in temporary accommodation.56
In Scotland, there has also been

51 Mackie, P. and Thomas, L. (2014) Nations Apart? Experiences of single homeless people across Great
Britain. London: Crisis.

54 Basran, J. (2019) Cover the Cost: How gaps in Local Housing Allowance rates are impacting
homelessness. London: Crisis.

52 Pleace, N. and Culhane, D.P. (2016) Better than Cure? Testing the case for Enhancing Prevention of Single
Homelessness in England. London: Crisis.

55 Local Government Association (2019) Homelessness Reduction Act Survey 2018 – Survey Report.
London: Local Government Association.

53 Bramley, G. (2018) Housing supply requirements across Great Britain for low income households and
homeless people. London: Crisis and National Housing Federation.

56 Welsh Government, Homelessness statistics https://gov.wales/statistics-and-research/
homelessness/?lang=en
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St. Basil’s front-line experience with
Local Housing Allowance rates
St. Basils is a charity based in the West
Midlands that works with young people aged
16 to 25 who are trapped in homelessness
or at risk. Each year, we support over 1500
young people in supported accommodation
schemes and provide advice and support to
around 5000 young people. Where possible
and safe, we support young people to remain
in the family home. If this is not possible
nor safe, we assist them to find alternative
housing, including private renting, social
housing, or supported accommodation.

landlords are moving into providing exempt
supported accommodation that is noncommissioned and therefore unregulated,
where rents can be around £250 per week
for a shared room. Alternatively, landlords
are letting to people who can pay for rents at
the market rate, namely people who do not
need Local Housing Allowance rates to help
cover the cost of rent. We are seeing that
more and more, in some forms of supported
accommodation, young people can be
trapped in high cost rent, making it almost
impossible for them to move into work as
they would not be able to cover their rent.

Our frontline staff have increasingly struggled
to find private rented homes for young people
trapped in homelessness since the freeze on
the Local Housing Allowance rates. Young
people under 35 are only entitled to the
Shared Accommodation Rate. In Birmingham
this is currently £57.34 per week. There are
now hardly any landlords who will let rooms
to young people at this rent as they cannot
let and manage a room at this rate. Instead,

For young people that St. Basil’s support,
the low levels of Local Housing Allowance
rates have made access to a private rented
home virtually impossible. This is effectively
contributing to a situation where the
Government is paying far more as young
people have few options other than to live
in non-commissioned exempt supported
accommodation if they cannot access
social housing.

increasing number of people staying
in temporary accommodation for
prolonged periods, while they wait for
a settled home to become available.57
Part of this increase is a result of more
people becoming eligible for support
due to the removal of priority need58 in
homelessness legislation. However,
Crisis clients in Edinburgh, where
just ten per cent of the private rental
market was affordable last year within
Local Housing Allowance rates, report
that they are having to stay for long
periods in unsuitable temporary
accommodation.59

This includes basic bed and breakfast
accommodation, with either shared
or no basic living facilities, such
as kitchens or a place to clean
clothes. It also includes emergency
accommodation such as hostels with
no support and sometimes dangerous
or unsafe living conditions. Crisis
clients report that living in these
situations has significant negative
impact on their mental health and
well-being.60 No-one should be forced
to live like this, and it increases the
risk of people having to sleep rough if
they struggle in these conditions and
there are no other affordable housing
options available to them.

The impact on homelessness

The modelling from Alma Economics
suggests that over three years, £124
million will be saved by preventing
homelessness and therefore
reducing the need for temporary
accommodation. These savings
would give councils much-needed
resources that can be better spent on
homelessness prevention services,
instead of focusing investment on
crisis responses to homelessness as
many councils are currently forced to
do. This will also support councils to
fulfil their statutory duties to prevent
homelessness in Wales under the
Housing (Wales) Act (2014), and in
England under the Homelessness
Reduction Act (2017).
“I am 68 years old and about to
be evicted from my home…while I
was waiting for my application for
Discretionary Housing Payment61 to
be processed, arrears accrued and my
landlord started legal proceedings
to evict me. Even if I could find a
private landlord willing to accept
Local Housing Allowance I cannot
find a property at such low rent. The
council will provide me with bed and
breakfast accommodation after I
am evicted at a cost greater than my
current rent – [it] makes no sense.”
Cover the Cost campaign supporter.
Evidence from the first year of a threeyear Crisis research study62 on the
implementation of the Homelessness
Reduction Act (2017), shows that
being able to support people into
homes that are affordable over the
long-term remains a challenge for
councils. The research found that the
lack of affordable housing was the
main concern raised, both in terms of
a lack of social housing and a lack of
accessible and affordable privately

rented homes. Problems with
affordability in the private rented sector
have been made worse by cuts to, and
the current freeze on, Local Housing
Allowance rates.
“I support this campaign because
I work in local government in the
benefits and housing needs service.
Every day, I see the impact of Local
Housing Allowance rates being far
lower than the rental amount. It is
an unsustainable position, means
rising costs for council for temporary
accommodation and no way out for
the millions of people and children
living in hostels or unsustainable
accommodation.”
Cover the Cost campaign supporter.
However, due to a lack of data,
it is not possible to model the
number of households that would
be able to move out of temporary
accommodation and into private
rented accommodation as a result of
restoring Local Housing Allowance
rates to the cheapest third (the 30th
percentile) of private rents. This also
means that overall, the savings from
the reduced need for temporary
accommodation in the modelling
are an underestimate of the savings
that the Government will see from
investing in the rates.
Research by the Local Government
Association on the Homelessness
Reduction Act (2017) found that
councils identified increasing use
of temporary accommodation as a
problem, including due to a lack of
options to move people on into
stable housing.

57 Fitzpatrick, S., Pawson, H., Bramley, G., Watts, B., Wood, J., Stephens, M., Blenkinsopp, J. (2019) The
homelessness monitor: Scotland 2019. London: Crisis.
58 Priority need means councils must provide an offer of housing if they deem the person experiencing
homelessness to be a priority. Families with children, pregnant women and people considered
vulnerable are normally considered priority need.
59 Sanders, B. with Reid, B. (2018) I won’t last long in here: Experiences of unsuitable temporary
accommodation in Scotland. London: Crisis.

61 Discretionary Housing Payments are payments administered through councils to mitigate the impact of
some of the cuts to housing support in the welfare system. The funding is often insufficient to support
everyone who needs it to keep up with rent payments. See Basran, J. (2019) Cover the Cost: How gaps in
Local Housing Allowance are impacting homelessness. London: Crisis.

60 Sanders, B. with Reid, B. (2018) I won’t last long in here: Experiences of unsuitable temporary
accommodation in Scotland. London: Crisis.

62 Crisis (2019) Crisis evidence for the Communities and Local Government Select Committee Inquiry: One
year on since the introduction of the Homelessness Reduction Act
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For people trapped in temporary
accommodation, adequately
resourced Local Housing Allowance
rates are therefore a lifeline to support
them to move on from homelessness
and into stable housing. This gives
people the best chance of being freed
from impossible situations where
they cannot cover the cost of rent and
necessities like food, and instead enable
them to fulfil their aspirations like
entering into, or progressing at, work.
This strengthens our society and means
everyone can live a dignified life.

“[The] lack of move on options from
temporary accommodation [have]
significantly increased the length of
time in temporary accommodation
from 13 weeks on average to 32
weeks on average.”
Survey respondent, Local
Government Association research on
the Homelessness Reduction Act.
“[It is] very rare to find anything
within current Local Housing
Allowance rates, means we have less
options to relieve homelessness…
We currently have approximately
1,500 placements in temporary
accommodation.”
Survey respondent, Local
Government Association research
on the Homelessness Reduction Act.
This is often associated with higher
costs, as most forms of temporary
accommodation are more expensive.
For example, Newport City Council

reported having to spend almost
£567,000 last year for the use of nine
bed and breakfast accommodation,
including spending £196,713 for
the use of rooms in one bed
and breakfast.63
Similarly, analysis by an inner east
London council found that the council
are currently spending approximately
£175 per week for each bed space.
This means placing a family with two
children in temporary accommodation
costs the council £700 a week,
whereas paying Local Housing
Allowance rates at the 30th percentile
for a two-bed property would cost
£380 a week. These initial figures
suggest the cost savings to councils
would be significant if they were
better able to move people on from
temporary accommodation
and into privately rented homes
where suitable.

63 South Wales Argus (2019) ‘Newport council paid more than £500,000 to temporarily house people at
risk of homelessness in B&Bs’. https://www.southwalesargus.co.uk/news/17818945.newport-councilpaid-500-0000-temporarily-house-people-risk-homelessness-b-amp-bs/
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The impact of
restoring Local
Housing Allowance
rates on poverty
Local Housing Allowance
rates and poverty
Poverty is the main driver of
homelessness in all its forms, and
homelessness is the most acute form
of poverty. Poverty puts constant
pressure on individuals and families.
When the pressure becomes too
much, people can struggle to
keep up with essentials like paying
rent, and they can be pushed into
homelessness. Lifting individuals and
families out of poverty significantly
reduces their risk of future or repeat
homelessness and has a positive
impact on their life chances and
overall wellbeing.64
Analysis by the Joseph Rowntree
Foundation has shown that the cuts
to Local Housing Allowance rates are
a key driver of poverty. Across the UK,
housing costs for families with children
with low incomes have grown faster
than housing costs for families who
are better off. This has been driven by
the increase in the number of families
renting privately due to a lack of social
housing and the high cost of home
ownership. This has meant there are
more families on low incomes renting
privately and needing support from

Local Housing Allowance rates to pay
their rent, over the same period that
there have been significant cuts to
the rates.
“Homelessness is one of the biggest
issues facing our country today.
There is absolutely no need for
anyone to be homeless in hostels and
temporary housing let alone on the
street. I was made homeless myself…
After three and a half years I finally
got offered a studio of my own. Due
to Local Housing Allowance rates not
keeping up with rents I had to pay
£280 a month towards my rent while
the council sorted out…my Universal
Credit claim fully… I still pay £115 per
month towards my rent…I could well
face homelessness again…and that
terrifies me.”
Cover the Cost campaign supporter.
“…everyone should have an
affordable place to live. My daughter
(who has a seven-year-old child) has
a huge shortfall between Housing
Benefit and the rent for her privately
rented property which she had no
choice but to rent… Her housing
situation adds enormously to her
anxiety. Housing Benefit should cover

64 Bernard, H., Collingwood, A., Wenham, A., Smith, E., Drake, B., Leese, D. and Kumar, A. (2018) UK Poverty
2018: A comprehensive analysis of poverty trends and figures. London: Joseph Rowntree Foundation.
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Les’ story
“Getting Housing Benefit was a new
experience for me. I worked for the NHS as a
theatre technician for 25 years until I was 52,
but then I hurt my back at work eight years ago
and that trauma led to serious fibromyalgia.
I’m always in pain and nothing helps. I’ve also
had difficult mental health issues caused by the
abuse I suffered growing up in care. That really
affected me into adult life; with depression,
anxiety, panic attacks and social phobia. It’s
caused me terrible problems.

place. I also needed somewhere that was on
the ground floor because of my health, so it
just seemed impossible. The only option I had
was a council flat, but the waiting list was years
long. They sold all the social housing off in
the 80’s and even the ‘affordable’ rents are not
really affordable. It’s a joke.

When I became too sick to work I was lodging
with a friend, but then they sold the house
and I had to move out, so I went to live with
my aunt. I was grateful as it was a roof over
my head when I could easily have been on
the street, but she only lived in a one bed flat
herself and I was sleeping on the sofa in the
living room, so it wasn’t ideal.

I could easily have ended up on the street
then, but I wrote to Nicola Sturgeon, the First
Minister of Scotland, and her office put me in
contact with a charity called Future Pathways,
which supports people who were victims of
abuse while in care in Scotland. It was them
who helped me tremendously and supported
me with the council. The process still took
two years, but I was extremely lucky to get
into my adapted council flat this February.
Here the rent is very low, so I can afford it,
but many other people I know are not so
fortunate.

I lived with my aunt for a few years, but my
health got steadily worse. Then she became
unwell herself and I realised I had to move
out, so that’s when I went to the council for
help. I was a single male on the bottom of the
pecking order and I quickly realised that on
what they offered me in Housing Benefit there
was no way I could afford a private rented

I’m also a street pastor in Aberdeen and I
know people who’ve been made homeless
because they couldn’t afford private rents
on the level of Housing Benefit available. I
know people begging on the street who have
homes, but they’re begging to get enough
money to pay for heating, electricity and food
because all their money goes on rent.”

the cost of suitable housing for
those that need it most.”
Cover the Cost campaign supporter.
This has left families forced to find
income from elsewhere, including by
taking on debt, to keep a roof over
their head. Since 2009/10-2010/11,
when the cuts to Local Housing
Allowance rates first came into place,
the proportion of single parents unable
to work who have had to use other
forms of income other than Local
Housing Allowance to help pay their
rent has increased from 25 per cent
to 43 per cent. This compares to an
increase from 17 per cent to 25 per

cent from 1994/95-1996/97
to 2009/10-2010/11.65
This is leaving families with less
income every month, after paying
rent, to cover the cost of essentials
and has contributed to the trends in
poverty across the UK. Poverty overall
has been rising since 2010/11, with
increases in child poverty driving this
trend. From 2004/05 to 2011/12, child
poverty fell to its lowest point at 27
per cent. Since then, rates have been
rising, and the levels reached 30 per
cent in 2016/17. This means more than
four million children were trapped

65 Bernard, H., Collingwood, A., Wenham, A., Smith, E., Drake, B., Leese, D. and Kumar, A. (2018) UK Poverty
2018: A comprehensive analysis of poverty trends and figures. London: Joseph Rowntree Foundation.
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in poverty; an increase of 500,000
children over the last five years.66
Poverty has a damaging effect on
the life chances of children, including
poorer physical and mental health
and reduced earnings potential over
their lifetime. Research by the London
School of Economics has found there
is a causal link between low income
and worse child outcomes, meaning
poverty itself damages children’s
opportunities.67

Restoring Local Housing
Allowance rates lifts thousands
of individuals and families out
of poverty
Our welfare system, including
Universal Credit, should help
individuals and families to stay afloat

when they struggle, so that they are
not pulled into poverty and put at risk
of homelessness. This gives people
the best chance of fulfilling their
aspirations, including of securing stable
employment at a decent wage and
being protected against poverty and
homelessness. The Alma Economics
modelling shows that restoring Local
Housing Allowance rates to cover the
cheapest third (the 30th percentile) of
private rents will benefit people with
the lowest incomes the most. Living
with a low income makes it harder to
cover the cost of essentials and avoid
homelessness. Figure 1.6 shows the
benefits by income of this investment.
The Alma Economics modelling also
shows that restoring the Local Housing
Allowance rates to the 30th percentile
will lift thousands of individuals and

66 Bernard, H., Collingwood, A., Wenham, A., Smith, E., Drake, B., Leese, D. and Kumar, A. (2018) UK Poverty
2018: A comprehensive analysis of poverty trends and figures. London: Joseph Rowntree Foundation.
67 Cooper, K. and Stewart, K. (2017) Does Money Affect Children’s Outcomes? An update. London: The
London School of Economics and Political Science.

families out of poverty. The model
suggests that a three-year investment
from 2020/21 to 2022/23 would
lift more than 32,000 families and
individuals out of poverty. Further
investment beyond the three years,
up to 2024/25, would see more than
55,000 individuals and families lifted
out of relative poverty.
The modelling also shows that the
most significant impact will be
on families with children. Of the
individuals and families lifted out of
poverty in the three years, around
22,000 are households with children.
This means around 35,000 children
would no longer be trapped in poverty.
The most significant impact will be
for single parent families, with 59 per
cent of families lifted out of poverty
being single parents with one or
more children.

Investing in Local Housing Allowance
rates to cover at least the cheapest
third of rents will help reverse the
trend of rising child poverty. The
investment will provide a lifeline
for families trapped in poverty and
struggling to cover the cost of their
rent, and lift children out of poverty
with long-term benefits to their life
opportunities. This will help provide
a secure and stable foundation that
will make it easier for people to find
and sustain employment, if they are
able to. And it will significantly reduce
the risk of homelessness, or repeat
homelessness, for the thousands
of families that will be lifted out
of poverty altogether by receiving
support to cover the cost of their rent.
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A private
rented sector
that works
for all
The private rented sector is currently
playing a crucial role to provide homes
for people who are unable to access
social housing or own a home. Crisis
services work with private landlords
across Great Britain to support people
trapped in homelessness to secure
homes in the private rental market.
But the cumulative cuts, including the
freeze, to Local Housing Allowance
rates has made it increasingly difficult
to find landlords that are able or willing
to charge rents within the rates. Even
where landlords wish to keep tenants,
and tenants wish to stay in their
properties, the financial pressure means
the situation is too often unsustainable,
leading to the risk of homelessness for
the individual and the landlord having
to find another tenant.

mental not being able to eat properly
because I needed to always make sure
I juggle to pay my rent.”
Cover the Cost campaign supporter.

“I have been struggling on Local
Housing Allowance... The difference
in my private rent and what I get is
substantial. I believe I would have
been back on my feet quicker if it
hadn’t been for the financial stress as
well as the impact on my physical and

The research also found that landlords
do not look to specifically rent
properties to people receiving Local
Housing Allowance rates. Just one per
cent of landlords prefer letting to these
tenants and over four in ten (43%) will
not let to these tenants at all.68

Evidence suggests that landlords set
rent levels based on their own costs,
rather than looking at trends in the
market or other external factors, such
as Local Housing Allowance rates.
Research by Shelter among landlords
with tenants receiving Local Housing
Allowance rates found that one in
four (23%) landlords say that the main
reason they plan to increase their rent
is because of increases to their general
costs; 15 per cent say it is to cover the
cost of redecoration or renovation; and
12 per cent say it is to offset changes to
mortgage relief interest rates.

68 Shelter (2019) Briefing – the relationship between Local Housing Allowance rates and rents. London:
Shelter England.
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Crisis: supporting people to keep
their private rent home and prevent
homelessness
Crisis’ services in Brent are currently
supporting a client who is living in a private
rent flat, but is at risk of homelessness.
Liam* works as a painter and decorator.
He has been working with Crisis to obtain
a Construction Skills Certification Scheme
card to also be able to work in construction
and earn more through work. He currently
rents a flat and has a good relationship with
his landlord. He is happy living where he is,
and the landlord is also happy with him as
a tenant.
Liam’s rent is currently paid directly to his
landlord from Local Housing Allowance
rates under Universal Credit. However, the
amount of support he receives from Local
Housing Allowance rates to cover the cost
of rent still leaves him around £40 a week
short of covering his rent. Liam pays this
shortfall out of the rest of his income to

This has meant that few landlords
have lowered their rents so that they
are within Local Housing Allowance
rates. Therefore, it is also reasonable to
assume that restoring Local Housing
Allowance rates to the cheapest third
of private rents will provide extra
financial support for tenants, without
unintentionally driving up rents in most
areas, given the majority of landlords
do not set rents by the rates.
This has also been supported by
analysis from the Chartered Institute
of Housing in 2011, which found no
evidence for a relationship between
Local Housing Allowance rates and
the proportion of the market let to
people receiving housing benefit.69
Local Housing Allowance rates are
also set using rent data that excludes

keep the roof over his head, but it means he
only has around £30 a week left to pay for
his food, bills, and his travel to work.
This is putting Liam under unsustainable
pressure to cover the cost of both his rent
and essentials. His landlord has already
lowered the rent as he wishes to keep
Liam as a tenant, but the landlord is unable
to sustain an even lower rent that would
be covered by Local Housing Allowance
rates. Crisis is supporting Liam to keep his
home and prevent him from being forced
into homelessness because of the low
Local Housing Allowance he receives. We
are currently working with Liam and Brent
council as he cannot sustain this situation.
However, Brent council are also struggling
to find anywhere affordable for Liam to live
due to the current levels of Local Housing
Allowance rates and the lack of social
rent homes.
*This is a pseudonym to protect
their identity.

rents from landlords renting to people
receiving the rates. This means
it is very difficult for landlords to
manipulate the rates and therefore to
cause an inflationary impact on rents
in the wider rental market.
Restoring Local Housing Allowance
rates to at least the cheapest third
of private rents will provide genuine
options to people needing support
from Local Housing Allowance rates to
find an affordable home in the private
rental market. Until social housing
meets demand, people must be able
to access and afford privately
rented homes.

69 Chartered Institute of Housing (2011) Leading the market? A research report into whether Local Housing
Allowance (LHA) letting are feeding rent inflation. Coventry: Chartered Institute of Housing.
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A private rented sector that works for all

have a category one hazard,74 which
means they pose an immediate risk
to a person’s health or safety.75
These problems must be addressed.
No one should have to live in damaged
or dangerous accommodation.
Alongside restoring Local Housing
Allowance rates to cover at least the
cheapest third of local rents, national
governments should act to improve
conditions in the private rented sector
so that everyone can access a good
quality, affordable home.

Ensuring good quality housing
in the private rented sector
Investment in Local Housing
Allowance rates will support the
stability and affordability of privately
rented homes, but it is essential that
these homes are of decent quality
too. Homes in the private rented
sector tend to be of poorer quality
than homes in other tenures,70 and
poor conditions are concentrated
at the lower-cost end of the private
rental market. This means people
with low incomes, including
people experiencing or at risk of
homelessness, are disproportionately
impacted by poor quality.71 Crisis
services report that in London in
particular, properties within Local
Housing Allowance rates are
often of very poor quality.

Although there have been some
improvements over the last decade
and an increasing proportion of homes
are meeting minimum government
standards, poor conditions remain
a significant issue for many private
renters. A recent survey of private
renters in England found that more
than half (53%) had experienced at
least one problem with the condition
of their home in the last year, with
issues including mould, damp, excess
cold, electrical hazards and pest
infestations.72 In Scotland, almost half
of properties (48%) do not meet the
Scottish Housing Quality Standard.73
This includes serious disrepair, energy
efficiency and whether the property
is safe and secure. In Wales, around a
quarter (24%) of privately rented homes

70 Downie, M., Gousy, H., Basran, J., Jacob, R., Rowe, S., Hancock, C., Albanese, F., Pritchard, R., Nightingale,
K., and Davies, T. (2018) Everybody In: How to end homelessness in Great Britain. London: Crisis.
71 Downie, M., Gousy, H., Basran, J., Jacob, R., Rowe, S., Hancock, C., Albanese, F., Pritchard, R., Nightingale,
K., and Davies, T. (2018) Everybody In: How to end homelessness in Great Britain. London: Crisis.
72

YouGov, survey of 3,978 private renters in England, online, weighted, July-August 2017

73 Scottish Government (2018) Scottish house condition survey: 2017 key findings. Edinburgh: Scottish
Government

Responsibility for the regulation of
the private rented sector is devolved
so measures to protect renters and
tackle poor conditions vary across
England, Scotland and Wales. It is
clear that in all three nations action
is needed to improve conditions in
the private rented sector. The precise
nature of the reforms needed will vary
to account for the local context, but
the key elements remain the same.
A comprehensive set of minimum
standards is needed that clearly sets
out what makes a property suitable
to let out, and tenants and local
authorities must be able to effectively
challenge any instances where these
standards are not being met.
In both England and Scotland
there is already a requirement that
rented homes must be fit for human
habitation. This was very recently
introduced in England through the
Homes (Fitness for Human Habitation)
Act (2018). In Wales a similar
requirement was introduced by the
Renting Homes (Wales) Act (2016), and
this is expected to come into force
in 2020.
For these measures to be successful,
councils need access to information
about the private landlords operating

locally to ensure the required
standards are being met. As a first
step, this could be achieved through
the introduction of a national register,
which all private landlords and letting
agents would be required to join. This
would allow councils to make more
informed and strategic decisions to
tackle poor conditions and effectively
target enforcement when it is needed,
including for landlords that are letting
to people receiving Local Housing
Allowance rates.
This will help ensure that investment
in Local Housing Allowance rates
is supporting people to find homes
of decent quality. Both Scotland
and Wales already have landlord
registration schemes, which all
landlords are required to join. The
Government should introduce a similar
national landlord register for England,
learning from the experience of
Scotland and Wales to ensure it
is as effective as possible.
A national register would be a positive
step forward to help improve quality
of privately rented homes. However,
there is still a risk that this would rely
too heavily on councils to inspect
and enforce. To balance this out and
ensure better oversight, a recent
comprehensive review of the private
rented sector in England, carried out
by Dr Julie Rugg and David Rhodes,
recommends introducing a new MOTstyle licensing system so that local
authorities can focus on the most
serious infractions.76
This would require all rented properties
to have a valid certificate confirming
that they have been inspected and
are fit to let. This would need to be
updated annually, similar to the way
cars are required to pass an annual
MOT test. This information would be

74 Welsh Government (2018) Welsh Housing Conditions Survey 2017-18: Headline report. Cardiff: Welsh
Government.
75 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (2018) English Housing Survey: Headline
report, 2017-18. London: Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government
76 Rugg, J. and Rhodes, D. (2018) The evolving private rented sector: Its contribution and potential. York:
University of York.
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linked to a national landlord register
to help local authorities identify when
properties are being let without
an MOT.
A national landlord register and MOTstyle licensing system could together
secure a minimum level of quality
standards across the private rental
market, including landlords letting
to people receiving Local Housing
Allowance rates. Currently, the
experience of Crisis services helping
people to find properties in high
pressure housing markets suggests
people receiving Local Housing
Allowance rates are being offered
increasingly smaller properties often
in old houses or small studios with
some shared kitchen facilities.
As Local Housing Allowance rates
fall further and further behind
private rents, some landlords are
lowering their rents but struggling
to pay for repairs and upkeep of
properties. Others are offering rents
of increasingly smaller space within
the rates. As the freeze on the rates
continues, many people needing
support from Local Housing Allowance
rates are faced with a trade-off
between finding nowhere affordable of
decent quality within the rates or living
somewhere of poor quality and size.

A national landlord register, and MOTstyle licensing system will ensure
everyone renting privately can access
good quality, decent homes. This will
include when people need support
to cover the cost of their rent from
Local Housing Allowance rates, so they
are no longer constrained by having
to choose between poor quality
properties to be able to secure a
place to live.

Conclusion

Conclusion
Access to a safe, stable, and affordable
home is a moral right that many of
us take for granted. But currently in
Great Britain, too many of us suffer
the inhumanity of unsafe, temporary,
or no housing. Crisis research shows
there are around 170,000 individuals
and families trapped in the worst
forms of homelessness. Being able
to secure a stable home gives people
the best chance of moving on
from homelessness or preventing it
altogether. Having both housing and
welfare policies designed together
around a shared goal of ending
homelessness is the most effective
way to end homelessness for good.
Crisis modelling shows that if there
are no significant changes to policy in
homelessness, housing, and welfare,
the current level of the worst forms of
homelessness will more than double
to 392,000 individuals and families by
2041.77 But this isn’t inevitable, and we
know there are solutions to change
this. The modelling also found that
increasing the supply of affordable
housing (including social rent housing)
would reduce this expected increase
by 35 per cent. Reversing the cuts to
financial support in the welfare system,
including Local Housing Allowance
rates, from 2015 onwards would have
an even larger impact – reducing the
expected increase by 47 per cent.78

This is also supported by a National
Audit Office report which found that
the cuts to Local Housing Allowance
rates have likely contributed to
homelessness in England.79
Over the long-term, national
governments across England, Scotland,
and Wales must ensure there is
enough social housing to meet current
and future demand. Crisis research
with the National Housing Federation
shows that to significantly reduce
the worst forms of homelessness,
100,000 social homes a year must be
built across Great Britain over the next
15 years, with 90,000 a year of these
built in England.80 This will provide the
most cost-effective way of maintaining
secure and affordable housing.
Until this level of social housing can
be achieved however, people will
continue to be trapped in situations
where they are struggling to cover
the cost of their rent, leading to a risk
of homelessness, unless we invest in
Local Housing Allowance rates. The
rates need to be an effective tool to
prevent and resolve homelessness
now. Local Housing Allowance rates
must cover the cost of at least the
cheapest third of private rents.
With a new Westminster Government
in place, there is a significant

77 Bramley, G. (2017) Homelessness Projections: Core homelessness in Great Britain summary report.
London: Crisis.
78 Bramley, G. (2017) Homelessness Projections: Core homelessness in Great Britain summary report.
London: Crisis.
79 National Audit Office (2017) Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General: Homelessness. London:
National Audit Office.
80 Bramley, G. (2018) Housing supply requirement across Great Britain: for low-income households and
homeless people. London: Crisis/National Housing Federation.
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opportunity to ensure that no-one
faces the indignity of becoming
homeless by investing £3.3 billion
to restore Local Housing Allowance
rates in a three-year Spending Review.
For a one-year Spending Review
for 2020/2021, the Westminster
Government must invest £820 million
to restore the rates to cover the
cheapest third of rents. This will ensure
our welfare system, including Universal
Credit, can effectively prevent
homelessness.
A cost benefit analysis by Alma
Economics of this investment,
commissioned by Crisis, shows
that over a three-year period this
investment will bring net benefits of
£2.1 billion and prevent more than
6,000 families and individuals from
becoming homeless. It will also lift
more than 32,000 households out
of poverty, including 35,000 children
currently trapped in poverty.
Unless this investment is put in place
to help people secure privately rented
homes, the numbers of people trapped
in homelessness will rise. The risk
of homelessness for families locked
in poverty will also increase as they
struggle to manage the rising pressure
of covering the cost of their rent and
buying essentials for their children.
This investment will not only
significantly improve the lives of the
individuals and families currently
trapped in poverty and homelessness,
but it will also support councils
with their statutory homelessness
duties by helping them to work with
private landlords and rapidly support
people into stable housing. This will
be critical to ensuring the success
of the Westminster Government’s
commitments to end rough sleeping
in England by 2027, and the Scottish
Government’s Ending Homelessness
Together: High Level Action Plan.
It will also support the work of the

ending homelessness action group in
Wales and the Welsh Government’s
response to the actions group’s
recommendations.
Making sure that everyone has a
safe and stable home benefits us
all. There is an urgent need for the
freeze on Local Housing Allowance
rates to come to an end, and for
sufficient investment so the rates
cover at least the cheapest third of
private rents, as was the case in 2011.
Ensuring everyone has safe, stable
housing creates a stronger society
where homelessness has no place.
The time to build on current progress
and ultimately end homelessness in
Great Britain is now, and restoring
Local Housing Allowance rates must
be a domestic policy priority for the
upcoming Spending Review.

Conclusion
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